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hi all, i have a tomtom wireless mk ii gps, that is, it connects via bluetooth with a palm treo 650, the
problem is that i need the dominican republic maps to download them. see if someone helps me find
somewhere where i can find them i have a problem with my tomtom mod xxl 550-t, i brought it from
usa and suddenly the screen turned red and the legend appeared that i had a problem with the map
and from there i can't get it out, someone can tell me what happened to it and if you have any idea
how to repair it thank you. hello, i was wondering if there are any of the maps of spain and portugal
for the tomtom one v8, cause i'm having problems with the gps of the tomtom one v8 i'm not sure

what to do, do you have any of the gps with the maps of the northwest, catalonia and eastern
andalucia? hello, i got a problem with my tomtom one v8. i download the map of the northwest with

the iberia map i save it on my pc and i go to the gps menu and i select the map and i select the
northwest map, now when i turn on the gps i don't see it, i mean i don't see the map and i don't know
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what to do, some one could help me hello, i have a tomtom go 905-s, the map is not showing up in
iberia, i have tried everything i can think of and i have tried the uninstall and reinstall procedure, i

have removed the maps and i have tried the reinstall procedure i have tried the previous and the new
maps and the map of the same model of my phone i have tried to open the maps on the android

phone and i have tried to open the maps in the tomtom player and nothing works i have tried to do
nothing it continues saying that i have no maps and i have tried to do everything i can think of and

nothing helps 5ec8ef588b
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